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Technical Details Reference Picture Quantity

LOT 1

Iron waste 

containers 

(1100 L) big

حاويات 

قمامة  

معدنية 

ة(ل100) كبير

Metal container; hot-dip galvanisation, in accordance with EN ISO 1461; 

capacity 1100 litres; nominal load capacity 440 kg; sheed thikness 

minimum 1.25mm body and 1.5mm bottom; metal lid thickness 1.5mm 

with handle for easy opening; body is shaped as a frustum of a pyramid 

for easy disposal of waste; body has additional caps at the suspension 

points; two suspension systems for their lifting and tilting from 

compactor vehicles and containers washers, revolving type with 

suspension studs and comb type to fit with compactors used by the 

goverorate; equipped with 6 handles, two on both sides of the container 

in width manner and  four on the container basin of the sides  

longitudinally not exposed in any form of the arms of the jack lifting 

container; wheels are for heavy duty, independent, auto-dirigible with 

metal rim and solid rubber casing for silent rolling; wheels have 200mm 

diameter and load durability at least 205kg each; wheels have bear 

simple foot brake on the two front wheels for easy immobilisation of the 

container; phosphorus reflectors on all four sides.

800

LOT 2 Wheelbarrow

  Make light work of hard labour with this large capacity up to 150 litres - 

capable of carrying a hefty 100kg load

  galvanisd steel

  min. thickness 1.2mm

  single wheel

  With a sturdy black steel frame and robust powder coated steel tray it's 
easy to transport compost, gravel, paving slabs and other garden items

  The 14" pneumatic wheel absorbs shock over rough ground and the 

rubber handles offer a comfortable grip - making it a smoother journey 
when lifting and moving garden materials

  Simple assembly required - with easy-to-follow instructions included

  The wheelbarrow measures approx. L142 X W57 X H58.5 cm with an 
ample tray size of L89.8 X W59.2 X H23 cm approx. and up to 100kg 

loading capacity  
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Technical Specifications of waste equipment

DDP, Mosul.

Transportation

Providing, Supplying, and Transportation costs( loading and unloading )  are included for all items.

Delievery Time and Delivery Location 

Delivery time should not exceed 4 weeks after ordering. 

Remarks and Conditions:

The supplier must submit all technical manuals or data sheets or documentations related to the specific 

All materials must be NEW.

The company should be registered in the Iraq. 


